Terralite is a range of granular marble coatings which are available in 2 grades, Terralite Fine and Terralite Coarse.

These products are used on both interior and exterior surfaces, depending upon the design detail the architect wishes to accentuate. Available in an extensive range of natural colours these products are often used as part of the Terraco ELF System or as a long life decorative coating applied onto cement plaster walls, concrete columns, feature walls made of gypsum board and many other substrates.

Terralite is backed by the Terraco International Quality Guarantee.
Certifications

- ECOTA (European Technical Approval) – ETAG 004 (ETA-09/0384 EN)
- FED Compliant (US ARMY) (NO 06.06-M0145)
- Russian National Standard: Technical Certificate (№ 29/25/10)
- Romania National Institute (INCEER): 001/09/253-2010
- Turkish Standard TSE (TS EN 13499, TS EN 19500)
- Dubai Municipality (DM) (№ 100)
- P.R. China Certified System: JG149-2003 (# 20102D00884)
- Irish Agrément Board Certificate: No. 120570
Technical Data Sheets and Material Safety Data Sheets are available from your Terraco representative or on www.terraco.com. Although every precaution has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the colours and textures represented herein they should be considered indicative. Products containing natural aggregates may be susceptible to colour variation and we recommend that you order sufficient quantity for the complete project at one time. Terraco does not warrant the accuracy of the information provided herein and all information is subject to change without notice.
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